
Comprehension 

On the wings of a bird. 
 

Daedalus, the famous Greek inventor, was once prisoner of King Minos on the island of 

Crete. He spent many years working of the king, but eventually he got bored and longed 

to return to Athens. 

He and his sin Icarus were closely watched so that they were not able to escape in a 

boat. Daedalus put his cunning brain to work. He spent many hours watching the 

seabirds as they wheeled and arched about the rocky coast. Suddenly he said to 

himself. “Ah! If only I could fly like them!” 

So, in a secret place he gathered together all the feathers he could find, great and 

small. He then laid them out on the ground in order of size – first the big feathers and 

then the smaller ones. When he had decided that he had enough, he fastened them 

together with wax, curving the wings like those of a bird. He made two pairs and then 

father and son practiced the art of flying on the higher slopes, away from curious eyes, 

until Daedalus reckoned the time had come to fly to Greece.  

On the day of their departure, the sun was high in the unclouded heavens and the wind 

was favourable. As Daedalus strapped the wings to ‘Icarus’ back, he said, “Follow me 

and do as I do. Don’t fly too low or your wings will be weighed down by the spray from 

the sea. Don’t fly too near the sun either, or its heat will melt the wax that holds the 

feathers in place. Either way you will be destroyed. Do as I say and may the gods go 

with you. Now let us be off “. So, saying, he ran towards the edge of the cliff and 

launched himself into the air. Carried up by the wind, he started the long journey home.  

Icarus did just as his father had done, but was so happy to find himself up in the pure 

blue sky that he soon forgot the good advice that he pkhad been given. He wheeled and 

dipped like a great sea-bird and then soared upward until the land, and even the sea, 

were almost out of sight. How brilliant the blazing sun appeared! Icarus was fascinated 

by it and could not withstand the temptation to see how high he could fly. Hotter and 



hotter the sun blazed down on him. Too late he felt the wax on his wings begin to melt, 

but he could not descend fast enough for the wax to cool. The wings started to break up 

and soon the young man plunged helplessly into the sea like a falling star and drowned. 

In the meantime, Daedalus had crossed the Aegean Sea and was almost home in 

Athens before he turned to look at hi son. Icarus was nowhere to be seen. In dismay, 

Daedalus turned and flew southwards. It was not long before he saw, as he swooped 

down towards the blue waves, a pair of damaged wings floating uselessly on the sea.  

 

Questions  

1. Do you think this is a true story? Give a reason for your answer. 

2. What nationality were Daedalus and Icarus? Give a reason for your answer from 

the text. 

3. Why did Daedalus have to make all his plans in secret? 

4. How did he come up with an escape plan? 

5. What does the winter mean when he says the wind was favourable? 

6. What sight led to the death of Icarus? Why? 

7. Are the following statements true or false? Give a reason for each answer. 

a. Daedalus and Icarus set off for home in the early morning. 

b. The Ideal place to fly was just above the wave-tops. 

c. Icarus was an obedient son. 

d. Daedalus launched himself in a southerly direction.  

8. Write down the two adverbs in the last line of the passage. 

9. Identify the emotions presented by the exclamation marks in: 

a. Ah! If only I could fly like them! 

b. How brilliant the blazing sun appeared! 

10. Hotter and hotter the sun blazed down on him. Why is hotter repeated? 

11. Hotter is a comparative adjective. Write down the comparative adverb which 

should really have been used.  


